2013 Fall Conference
The ARDA Fall Conference is an annual forum
to address issues that are fundamental to the
industry’s health and growth, especially in
the challenges of our current environment.
This three-day conference focuses on
pertinent information that will help
you understand the priority issues
facing our industry on both federal
and state levels. It is more
important than ever that
ARDA provide you with the
information and tools to
make more educated,
informed, and strategic
decisions in your
individual businesses.

Can’t miss Wednesday, Nov 13
events: • Committee Meetings
• Trustee Foundation
Dinner*

November 13 – 15
The Fairmont
Washington, DC

Thursday, Nov 14

Friday, Nov 15

• ARDA Board Meeting

• Chairman’s League
Breakfast with
Keynote Speaker

• Legislative Luncheon
• Dynamic Afternoon
Programming

For detailed schedule and registration information, go to

www.arda.org/fallconference
*By Invitation Only

FINANCE

Top Industry Lenders:
Up Close & Personal

I

n this annual inancial edition,
Developments checked in with a few leading lenders—some who have worked in
this space for many years and a relatively
new entrant. Here are the key highlights from
interviews with their executives.
How long have you been working with the
industry, and what key lessons have you
learned along the way?
SzwajkowSki: I have been active in the
market for nearly 20 years, as have several of
my colleagues. Some of the key lessons that
have been learned over the years include:
• Remain disciplined and diligent
throughout all market cycles.
• Seek to build long-term value for the
irm, our clients, and the market.
• Deliver consistently and creatively, and
success will follow.
RYCZEK: I have been working with the
industry for 34 years and have learned that
the two most signiicant risks in timeshare
lending are a high level of non-receivable
debt and a portfolio with a preponderance
of low FICO scores.
GOLDBERG: I’ve been in the industry since the
mid-90’s—irst as an attorney representing
lenders to the vacation ownership industry
and later as a lender with Wellington
Financial. I’m still learning every day, so I hate
to be pinned down with only one lesson, so I’ll
go with: “History may not tend to repeat itself,
but it oten rhymes.”
What type of financing does your company
currently consider its core business—
receivables, development/construction,
inventory, working capital?
SzwajkowSki: All of the above—Capital
One provides debt capital to our clients
across the full spectrum.
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Michael Szwajkowski,
Executive Vice President
Commercial and Specialty
Finance, Capital One Bank

WIlliam Ryczek, Principal
Colebrook Financial Co., LLC

RYCZEK: Our primary interest is in hypothecation lending. We occasionally make
other types of loans to existing customers to
complement our receivable loans.
GOLDBERG: Together with our strategic partner,
Liberty Bank, we are involved in all aspects of
inancing, but the consistent demand over the
years has always been receivables inancing.
During the recent recession, we saw demand
for development-related inancing diminish,
but lately we’ve seen a resurgence for inancing
to develop new inventory.
The supply of lenders has recently changed
dramatically. In your opinion, is the
market still undersupplied, in balance, or
oversupplied?
SzwajkowSki: he inancial crisis obviously
had a huge market impact—with some
estimates of approximately 50% decline in
available inancing. Much of that loss in
capacity has been recovered through two
primary channels: the securitization market
and the balance sheet lender. he securitization market is not accessible or desirable for
every timeshare company but has proven to
be efective for term-inancing for some of the

Ron Goldberg, President
Wellington Financial

largest market participants. he landscape of
the balance sheet lenders has improved not
only in terms of capacity but also in terms of
quality—today’s active lenders are predominantly banks. he participation in the market
of well-capitalized, stable lenders should be
a long-term gain for the industry, ofering
increased access to inancing and less volatility.
RYCZEK: As a lender, I think it’s oversupplied, which means it’s probably in balance.
GOLDBERG: Liquidity in any marketplace is
always a good thing.
How does consolidation within the industry
impact you as a lender?
SzwajkowSki: Consolidation is a trend
that is unlikely to abate for the foreseeable
future. We have been marginally impacted
by the lower absolute count of active
companies—but the average operator size is
also increasing, so the impact is negligible.
RYCZEK: here are fewer prospective
customers, and with the increase in sources,
the competition for good clients has become
much more intense.

FINANCE
GOLDBERG: On a professional level, the decreasing number of companies looking for traditional
lending relationships is, of course, a limit on
our business opportunities. On a personal
level, looking back over the years, we’ve seen a
lot of great people leave the industry post-acquisition, so that’s a loss on a diferent level.
How would you describe the current lending
environment for vacation ownership?
SzwajkowSki: he market is the best that it
has been since 2007, in terms of capacity. It
is also a more disciplined market, but that is
something that successful industry participants
have adapted to over the past several years—
and it is good for the market long-term.
RYCZEK: Qualiied borrowers should have
no trouble obtaining inancing on very good
terms. I can see terms and underwriting
standards starting to slip, and our challenge as
an industry is not to succumb to the pressure
to lower standards in order to gain volume. I

think developers have the same concern and
need to be careful about over-leveraging and
increasing their risk.
GOLDBERG: It never stays static for too long,
so by the time you read this, it’ll be moving
in one direction or another! he industry is
as healthy as I can ever remember it, so that
is good for lenders. And with the competitive
lending environment, it’s not a bad time to be
a borrower either.
As a lender, is the fee-for-service model an
opportunity for you?
SzwajkowSki: Yes—it has provided us with
the opportunity to serve select clients primarily
via receivables inancing. While the structures
vary from traditional hypothecation facilities
in minor ways, it has been an opportunity to
extend our relationships. Said diferently, the
fee-for-service model has provided us with
the opportunity to deliver consistently and
creatively for our clients.
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Labor & Employment
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RYCZEK: We currently inance fee-for-service
situations and welcome the opportunity to look
at more. One of the risks in receivable lending
is product delivery—but with a brand network
behind the sale, that risk is greatly reduced.
GOLDBERG: Certainly. In the past few years,
it was a great vehicle for rescuing troubled
projects or helping the sales pace of otherwise solid projects in a tougher economic
environment. Now, it’s also a great way to
introduce new developers to the industry. It
is also a good way to maintain or increase our
relationships with the “brands” outside of our
traditional lending relationships.
What are the current challenges that
threaten ongoing industry recovery?
SzwajkowSki: As the fourth quarter of 2013
approaches, I think that the storm clouds
have largely dissipated. While certain indicators such as consumer conidence will likely
continue to waver from period-to-period,
the longer term trend that is emerging is a
positive one relative to the post-crisis sentiment. here is always the risk of some type
of idiosyncratic shock to the system, but the
systemic problems that roiled the economy
previously have moderated signiicantly.
RYCZEK: I echo virtually everyone else in the
industry in my concern about legacy resorts
and the lack of a viable resale market. I also
see risk in the fact that so many developers
are looking to expand. If there are not enough
qualiied consumers interested in the new
product, there is a risk of over-building and/
or selling the product to unqualiied prospects
that have a greater chance of defaulting on
both loans and maintenance fee obligations.
GOLDBERG: he biggest problem is one that’s
always been out there, in that a low interest
rate environment hides other problems.
Many developers rely on their arbitrage to
subsidize sales, marketing, and development
costs. And developers tend to lend to
their consumers on a ixed rate basis, and
borrower from their lenders at a loating rate
basis. So when rates go up—as we all know
they will—interest income margins will be
compressed, the unproitable areas will be

Continued on page 67 u
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More consideration, therefore, should be
given to creating a mobile environment that
is conducive to empowering the customer
and focused on their experience. Because the
respondents were owners familiar with their
home resorts, there may not be a need to showcase maps and directions on how to get there.
Overall, owners are more interested in seeing what’s new (the pre-vacation experience)
and uncovering the “comings and goings”
(on vacation experience) when using their
mobile devices for research. In addition, this
data demonstrates that the most important
service for mobile customers is the ability
to make a reservation, followed by seeing
and sharing what the resort has to ofer. We
can conclude by saying that the “SoLoMo
bandwagon” is deinitely full of timeshare
passengers. Question is: who will be there
irst to serve them?
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exposed, and not all developers will be able
to react in time.
Please share your thoughts on the trends
within the shared ownership and/or overall
commercial sector of development. What
lies on the horizon, by way of outlook?
SzwajkowSki: Within the commercial
sector of development, broadly speaking,
the demand side of the equation has
improved signiicantly over the past several
years in both the consumer and commercial
markets. As the economy moves past the
period of intervention that has beneitted
signiicantly from, say, quantitative easing,
there are risks on all sides. For instance,
interest rates practically have only one
direction to move: up. However, this risk
and many others have been telegraphed
for quite some time now, and the market is
processing those risks every day.

RYCZEK: Ready availability of inancing
generally leads to more development,
although I think the inventory that is being
recycled through defaults is suicient to
keep many developers occupied for several
years. here are a number of talented people
tackling the legacy resort issue, and I think
some progress will be made in that area over
the next few years.
GOLDBERG: Neither good nor bad, the consolidation trend continues apace, pushed
of for a bit by the recent recession but now
back in force. On the good side, the feefor-service model has proven successful
and now provides more opportunities for
irst-time developers to enter the market,
so that’s moved from “trend” to “mainstream”. he capital markets are back in
force—but of concern in the longer term,
as rising rates will tend to decrease liquidity in the securitization market while also
impacting balance sheets and valuations
on the equity side for those companies that
access those markets.
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